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The owner of BMI Healthcare, Britain’s biggest private hospital chain, is to sell out after
being hit by rising rents and a decline in private medical insurance and NHS work.

The South African-listed group Netcare, which has a majority 57 per cent stake in BMI, is to
offload its share after failing to renegotiate leases on a swath of properties among its 59
hospitals.

The decision highlights the risks involved in the operating/property company model, which
separates property ownership from their operation, making businesses vulnerable to a fixed
annual increase in rents.

BMI Healthcare signed leases at the height of the market in 2006 before the financial crisis,
which assumed an annual rise of 2.5 per cent a year. Although profit margins are in line with
rival operators at 23 per cent, its rents equal about a fifth of its UK revenues — sapping
profitability.
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Negotiations between Netcare and its landlords had become acrimonious while investors in
South Africa had become frustrated with the business and the NHS, which has failed to
deliver the expected boom in patients to private hospitals, according to people close to the
negotiations. Netcare in November said it would not invest further capital into BMI until a
reduction in rents could be agreed.

Pressure has been piled on by the property group’s debt pile of more than £1.5bn, much of
which dates from 2006.

Netcare said the company’s problems had been exacerbated by a 5.7 per cent decline in its
private medical insurance caseload for the five months to the end of February compared with
the same period the previous year. Its NHS caseload also fell by 4.4 per cent over the same
period as it was hit by a squeeze on health budgets.

Victor Chua, analyst at Mansfield Advisors, said
that although NHS waiting lists were encouraging
more people to use private hospitals, the state-
owned body had also become “a much smarter
purchaser of the type of elective surgeries that
BMI specialises in, resulting in a price falls”.

One option is that its largest landlord, run by a
consortium of hedge funds including KKR, DE
Shaw and Centerbridge, would take over the
operation of the business. They already own 35 of
the largest hospitals.

Another is that a different private equity group or private hospital chain moves in, though
that may spark objections from the Competition and Markets Authority, whose five-year
investigation into the £5bn private healthcare industry concluded that operators including
BMI, Spire and HCA had overcharged because they face little competition.

Any sale of BMI would have to be negotiated with the private equity firm Apax Partners and
the investment group London and Regional Properties, which hold the remaining share of the
business. The stake is expected to be sold for a price about 30 per cent lower than the £2bn
that Netcare paid for the business in 2006, said people close to the negotiations.

Julian Evans, head of healthcare at Knight Frank, said that a cut in rent remained essential as
BMI was struggling to “maintain properties or invest in plant and equipment such as
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upgrading MRI scanners and operating theatres”.

BMI said: “Netcare’s decision to leave the UK will provide opportunity for BMI to work with a
new shareholder towards a long-term recapitalisation and investment in the business.”

It added that the decision would “not affect the day-to-day running” of its hospitals. “We have
liquidity and are moving towards a long-term recapitalisation of the business, with a number
of discussions active towards that end.”
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